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Abstract
Malaria control, and finally malaria elimination, requires theBackground. 

identification and targeting of residual foci or hotspots of transmission.
However, the level of parasite mixing within and between geographical
locations is likely to impact the effectiveness and durability of control
interventions and thus should be taken into consideration when developing
control programs.

In order to determine the geographic-genetic patterns of Methods. 
 parasite populations at a sub-national level in Kenya,Plasmodium falciparum

we used the Sequenom platform to genotype 111 genome-wide distributed
single nucleotide polymorphic (SNP) positions in 2486 isolates collected from
children in 95 primary schools in western Kenya. We analysed these parasite
genotypes for genetic structure using principal component analysis and
assessed local and global clustering using statistical measures of spatial
autocorrelation. We further examined the region for spatial barriers to parasite
movement as well as directionality in the patterns of parasite movement.

We found no evidence of population structure and little evidence ofResults. 
spatial autocorrelation of parasite genotypes (correlation coefficients <0.03
among parasite pairs in distance classes of 1km, 2km and 5km; p value<0.01).
An analysis of the geographical distribution of allele frequencies showed weak
evidence of variation in distribution of alleles, with clusters representing a
higher than expected number of samples with the major allele being identified
for 5 SNPs. Furthermore, we found no evidence of the existence of spatial
barriers to parasite movement within the region, but observed directional
movement of parasites among schools in two separate sections of the region
studied.

 Our findings illustrate a pattern of high parasite mixing within theConclusions.
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 Our findings illustrate a pattern of high parasite mixing within theConclusions.
study region. If this mixing is due to rapid gene flow, then “one-off” targeted
interventions may not be currently effective at the sub-national scale in Western
Kenya, due to the high parasite movement that is likely to lead to re-introduction
of infection from surrounding regions. However repeated targeted interventions
may reduce transmission in the surrounding regions.

Keywords
parasite mixing, genotyping, western Kenya, malaria, school surveys,
spatio-temporal, micro-epidemiological, heterogeneity
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Introduction
Malaria incidence has markedly reduced in some parts of  
Africa1–3. In some instances, this has been associated with malaria 
control efforts4, but has not been temporally associated with  
scaling-up malaria control in others5. In either case, transmission 
becomes more heterogeneous2,6–12, leading to the emergence of 
hotspots of symptomatic and asymptomatic infections that may 
be targeted as part of a malaria control strategy7,9,13–17. In order to  
predict whether targeting hotspots is potentially an effective 
way of interrupting transmission, we need to understand the 
spatial and temporal scales over which parasite mixing can 
be observed. Limited genetic differentiation between malaria  
parasites has been shown to occur on a regional scale in sub- 
Saharan Africa18–20, although we previously identified spatial  
structure at fine micro epidemiological scales within geographi-
cally defined regions in Kenya and The Gambia21.

The level of parasite mixing is likely to impact the effectiveness 
of control interventions. In a recent randomized controlled trial 
of targeted integrated vector control in Rachuonyo south district 
in Western Kenya, an initial impact was seen within hotspot 
areas, but this did not reduce transmission outside the hotspot, 
and reductions within hotspots were not sustained9. This may 
have been due to rapid mixing of parasites from areas outside the 
intervention zones. Furthermore, declining malaria transmission 
is associated with increased risk of imported cases of infection 
and disease from high transmission to low transmission regions, 
hampering elimination efforts in the low transmission regions22, 
and risking the spread of drug resistant malaria in higher transmis-
sion regions23. Thus, understanding parasite movement and gene  
flow will provide insights into novel, more targeted approaches 
to malaria elimination and combating the threats posed by  
re-introduction.

This study aimed to examine the geographic-genetic patterns of 
malaria parasite populations sampled at a sub-national level in 
Western Kenya, with a view of determining the extent of para-
site mixing and genetic adaptation by the parasite population to 
its local environment. We genotyped 111 single nucleotide poly-
morphic (SNP) positions in Plasmodium falciparum isolates col-
lected from children in 95 primary schools in two western Kenya 
provinces (Western and Nyanza) in order to analyse their genetic 

relatedness. We then examined the parasite population structure 
based on principal component analysis (PCA), and used measures 
of local and global spatial autocorrelation to test for geographical 
relatedness among parasite genotypes. We further analysed the 
geographical distribution of allele frequencies to identify evidence 
of genetic adaptation of parasite populations to their local envi-
ronment, and examined the region for spatial barriers to parasite  
movement, as well as for patterns in the direction of movement in 
either north/south or east/west directions.

Materials and methods
Study population
We sampled P. falciparum positive children from 95 primary 
schools in 20 districts in two provinces in Kenya (Western and 
Nyanza), located principally in the west of the country (Figure 1). 
Kenya has recorded a decline in malaria transmission in the past 
decade2,24,25, and current country-wide malaria prevalence is esti-
mated at 8%26. However, transmission is highly heterogeneous 
and the country can be divided into five malaria endemicity zones  
based on transmission intensity26. The highest malaria transmission 
intensity is currently experienced in western Kenya and is charac-
terized by stable, endemic transmission along the lowlands, and  
unstable, epidemic transmission within the highlands2,26,27,  
and despite scale up of interventions, malaria transmission has 
remained high, or even increased in certain parts of this region28,29. 
P. falciparum is the main causative agent of malaria, and is trans-
mitted by different Anopheles mosquito species in different parts of 
this region30,31.

Ethics statement
During initial sample collection, consent for participation in the 
surveys was based on passive, opt-out consent by parents rather 
than written, opt-in consent, due to the routine, low-risk nature of 
the surveys that were carried out under the mandate of the Ministry 
of Public Health and Sanitation to conduct disease surveillance32. 
Individual assent from the students was obtained before sample 
collection. Ethical approval for the current genotyping study was 
provided by Kenya Medical Research Institute (KEMRI) Ethical 
Review Committee (under SSC No. 2747) and study methods were 
carried out in accordance with approved guidelines.

Sample collection and DNA extraction
Finger prick blood spots were collected during a parasitologi-
cal survey of primary school children across the country between 
October 2008 and March 201032. An in-depth description of  
sample collection has been published previously32,33. Briefly,  
480 primary schools were surveyed and 49,975 samples collected, 
with a maximum of 110 children being randomly surveyed in  
each school. Samples were collected by spotting 3 separate drops 
of 200µl finger prick blood onto Whatman filter papers. These  
samples were then air dried and stored, with desiccant, at 4°C.  
Additionally, each child was tested for P. falciparum parasite  
infection using rapid diagnostic tests. During sample collection, 
geospatial coordinates for each school were recorded. 2486 of the 
samples collected from 95 schools in western Kenya were found 
to be parasite positive. DNA was extracted from these parasite- 
positive samples.

      Amendments from Version 1

In response to the reviewer’s comments, we have included a table 
showing the statistical tests performed on the data and have 
added a supplementary figure showing variation in P. falciparum 
parasite prevalence in schools across the study region. We 
have also added more detailed information on how spatial scan 
statistics, as implemented in SaTScan, were used to identify 
parasite clusters. As part of the recommendations for further 
work, we have suggested complementary analysis of human 
movement within the region based on mobile phone data, and 
have additionally recommended the need for separate analyses 
targeted at antigenic SNPs such as EBA175 and AMA1.

See referee reports

REVISED
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During DNA extraction, one of the blood spots was excised  
from each filter paper, cut into small pieces and placed into  
separate 1.5ml flip-top micro-centrifuge tubes (Eppendorf,  
Stevanage, UK). DNA was extracted using the QIAmp DNA 
investigator kit (Qiagen, UK), as per the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions on the Qiagen BioRobot. Picogreen (Fisher Scientific- 
UK Ltd, Loghborough, UK) was used to determine DNA  
concentration in each sample.

SNP selection and genotyping
We typed 111 exonic SNP positions in 67 P. falciparum  
genes (Dataset 1 and Supplementary Table 1) in each of the  
parasite positive samples. These SNPs were a subset of those pre-
viously used to test the sensitivity and specificity of a custom-
ised Illumina GoldenGate genotyping platform and to identify 
a molecular barcode for distinguishing parasites from different  
geographical regions19. The 111 SNPs included those in well-
known antigen-encoding genes, as well as housekeeping and 
hypothetical protein encoding genes. The SNPs were selected  
because they were genome-wide distributed, and polymorphic 
between at least two of three P. falciparum strains (3D7, HB3 
and IT), which were selected because they are among the most  
studied and well characterised P. falciparum strains. Additionally, 
the SNPs had to be type-able on the genotyping platform (e.g.  
presence of a large enough conserved region around the SNP site 
that could be used to design locus specific primers for amplifi-
cation). Genotyping was done on the Sequenom MassARRAY  
iPLEX platform34. This mass spectrometry-based genotyping  
platform allows multiplexing of up to 40 SNPs in a single reac-
tion well and is suitable for typing 10s – 100s of SNPs in 100s 
– 1000s of samples. 3D7 (PlasmoDB release 24) was used 

as a reference genome to design both locus specific PCR  
and iPLEX (SNP) extension primers using the Sequenom  
MassARRAY designer software (version 3.1). Locus-specific  
primers were pooled in a multiplexed PCR reaction and un- 
incorporated dNTPs were enzymatically dephosphorylated. 
The PCR products were then used in an iPLEX reaction where  
extension primers were bound immediately adjacent to target  
SNP sites and extended by a single nucleotide base into the 
SNP site using mass-modified dideoxynucleotides. Alleles were  
differentiated based on variations in their masses on the  
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer.

Sample and SNP cut-off selection
To determine Sequenom genotyping success rates, we aggre-
gated genotype data for individual samples and SNPs and 
applied pass/fail criteria to genotyping. Our positive control  
criteria were to include samples where at least 60% of SNP  
typing was successful and, among these, to include SNPs that 
were successfully typed in at least 60% of all samples. The 
selection criterion for successful typing was based on individu-
ally defined SNP intensity values (R) ranging from 0 to 1. SNPs 
with intensity values <0.1 were considered low quality and were  
categorized as failed and excluded from further analyses. In 
addition, allelic intensity ratios (θ) nearing 0 or 1 were used to 
classify SNP positions as homozygous, and intensity ratios of  
intermediate values were used to classify SNPs as heterozygous, 
representing mixed parasite populations in a single sample.  
Where mixed parasite populations were identified, we took the 
dominant genotype forward for further analysis, as represented  
by the majority SNP calls. Applying these inclusion criteria,  
we restricted our analyses to 83 SNPs and 1809 samples  

Figure 1. Spatial distribution of primary schools surveyed in a geographically defined region of western Kenya. 2486 Plasmodium 
falciparum positive samples were collected from children in 95 primary schools in 20 districts in this region. (A) Each dot represents an 
individual school, colour-coded by the administrative district in which it is located. (B) Map showing a close-up of the study region.
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collected from 88 schools in Western Kenya (Nyanza and Western  
provinces).

Statistical analysis
Several statistical analyses were carried out either using R statistical  
software (version 3.3.1)35 or SaTScan software (version 9.3)36 

(Table 1).

Pairwise SNP and distance differences calculations. We com-
puted parasite pairwise SNP and distance differences, comparing 
each parasite to every other parasite in the study population. For 
each parasite pair, we computed 1) the number of SNP differ-
ences at the 83 polymorphic positions analysed and 2) the distance  
between samples based on the geographical coordinates of the 
schools, taking 2.5km as an arbitrary distance between children 
attending the same school, assuming that on average schools were 
at least 5km apart, and taking 2.5km as the lower limit of detec-
tion of any two schools (Dataset 2). SNP differences between para-
site pairs were then aggregated at the school level to determine the  
mean number of SNP differences among parasites per school. 
Nucleotide diversity (π) in the parasite population was computed 
as the average number of SNP differences per site between two 
parasites in all parasite pairwise comparisons. We further analysed 
how the number of SNP differences among parasites varied with 
distance between schools.

Analysis of parasite population genetics. Minor allele frequency 
distributions were computed for all 83 SNPs that had been  
successfully typed to determine the distribution of common and 
rare variants in the population. Population structuring was inter-
rogated using principal component analysis (PCA) and computed 
based on singular value decomposition on a covariance matrix of 
pairwise SNP differences for all samples. SNPs that were included 
in the analysis, but were unsuccessfully typed in individual  
samples were replaced (in that sample) with the major allele  
in the population. Where there were mixed genotype infections  
in an individual sample, we took the major allele call to represent 

the dominant genotype at that position in that sample. PCA is 
a statistical technique widely used in analysis of genetic data  
where the number of genotypes interrogated is usually much  
higher than the number of samples analysed and is also useful  
when dealing with highly correlated data. The analysis transforms 
the original variables into new sets of variables that are linear  
combinations of the original variables, are uncorrelated and  
ordered based on the amount of variation in the original data that 
they explain. The first principal component explains most of the 
variation in the data, and subsequent components sequentially  
explain as much of the remaining variation as possible37. Scores 
(values of the transformed variables that correspond to a spe-
cific data point) representing individual parasite genotypes were  
computed for the first 3 principal components. Since geospa-
tial positioning information was collected at the school level and  
samples from the same school were assigned the same geographi-
cal coordinates, principal component (PC) scores were later  
aggregated at the school level, and the mean PC score for each 
school plotted on a map of the study region.

Spatial autocorrelation analysis. To test the hypothesis that  
P. falciparum genetic structure has a spatial distribution compo-
nent, we carried out an analysis of both global (Moran’s I)38 and 
local (scan statistics)36 spatial autocorrelation among parasite 
genotypes. Moran’s I simultaneously measures the correlation 
between feature attributes (parasite genotypes, represented here 
by the scores of the first 3 PCs) and locations (geospatial posi-
tioning of schools) to determine whether feature attributes are 
clustered, dispersed or randomly distributed in space. For each 
PC, Moran’s I correlation coefficients were computed for para-
site pairs falling within 3 increasing distance classes of 1km, 2km  
and 5km. We used 100 bootstrap replicates to determine the  
statistical significance of the Moran’s I correlations observed for 
parasite pairs within each distance class.

Spatial scan statistics to detect statistically significant local  
clustering of genetically related parasites was carried out in  

Table 1. Statistical tests carried out on P. falciparum parasites collected from primary school children in Western Kenya.

Statistical analysis Function

Pairwise SNP and distance 
differences calculation

Determining the number of SNP differences and distance differences between parasite 
pairs in the dataset.

Minor allele frequency 
distribution

Analysis of the frequency and distribution of the minor alleles in the population.

Principal component analysis Detecting P. falciparum population structure at the sub-national level.

Moran’s I spatial 
autocorrelation analysis

Analysis of global spatial autocorrelation among parasite pairs at different geographical 
scales.

Spatial scan statistics Identification of local, spatial clusters of parasite sub-populations.

Logistic regression Analysis of the spatial pattern of distribution of allele frequencies among individual schools. 

Bernoulli regression Identification of spatial clusters of schools with similar frequencies at specific SNP loci. 

Raster analyses by pixels Detecting geographical regions that act as spatial barriers to parasite movement; Moran’s I 
analysis was then used to determine if pixels acting as barriers to parasite movement were 
spatially autocorrelated. 

Bearing regression analysis Analysing directionality in parasite movement within the region. 
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SaTScan software (version 9.3)36. We carried out this analysis  
separately for genotypes represented by each of the first three PCs. 
For each PC, scores representing individual parasite genotypes 
were imported into SaTScan, together with the spatial coordinates 
of sample collection. We used the latitude/longitude coordinates to 
specify feature (sample) locations and the PC scores to represent 
feature attributes (parasite genotypes), and ran a purely spatial,  
retrospective analysis based on a normal probability distribu-
tion model implemented in SaTScan software39. We identified  
geographical regions with clusters containing parasite geno-
types associated with high PC scores. In the normal probability  
distribution model, each observation or sample is associated  
with a single negative or positive continuous attribute (PC score) 
and the model uses a likelihood function based on the normal  
distribution. The spatial scan statistics employed here use a  
circular scanning window that is flexible both in location and 
size, with a radius that varies continuously from zero (including  
only a single sample location/school) to an upper limit set by 
the user (in this case 50% of the sample locations/schools).  
For each window location and size, a ratio of observed to  
expected PC scores was computed for samples found inside and 
outside the window. Clusters with high ratios were then noted 
and their statistical significance determined after accounting for  
multiple comparisons using random permutations. Shapefiles  
containing the spatial coordinates of statistically significant  
clusters were then imported into R and plotted on a map of  
western Kenya in order to identify locations of schools with  
genetically distinct parasite sub-populations.

Spatial distribution of allele frequencies. We used a logistic  
regression model to examine geographic variations in allele fre-
quencies. Each school was included in the model as a categori-
cal independent variable, with the binary (1/0) outcome set as 
the presence or absence of a specific SNP in parasites within that  
school. We compared this model to a null model in a likelihood  
ratio test to test the goodness of fit of the model containing the  
SNPs and to identify those SNPs that showed statistically sig-
nificant (p < 0.05) variations in frequency. To keep from inflating  
allele frequencies, SNPs that failed genotyping in individual  
samples were excluded from analysis. For those SNPs that showed 
a significant variation in frequency between schools based on the 
logistic regression model, we computed the frequency of each SNP 
per school and plotted these on a map of the region to visualize 
the distribution pattern of SNP frequencies in schools within the 
region.

To examine whether there were geographical clusters of schools 
with similar allele frequencies, we ran the Bernoulli model in 
SaTScan, including only SNPs that were statistically significant 
in the logistic regression model. At each SNP position, samples 
were coded with a 1 if they contained the major allele, and 0 if 
they contained the minor allele. The Bernoulli model analyses the 
distribution of cases (major allele) and controls (minor allele) and 
tests the null hypothesis that the distribution of cases and controls 
is random within the geographical area. The spatial scan statistics 
based on this model involves scanning the geographical space for 
regions with higher than expected number of cases. The statistical 

significance of identified clusters were computed as in the normal 
probability model above.

Analysis of spatial barriers to parasite movement. To test for 
the presence of spatial barriers to parasite movement and mixing 
within the region, we used raster analysis implemented in R sta-
tistical software to divide the study area into 192 10km-by-10km 
grids/pixels. Each pixel was then scored with either 1 or 0 depend-
ing on whether or not a straight line linking a school pair crossed 
the boundaries of that pixel. This was done for all 192 pixels and 
all school pairs in the region. These scores were then included in 
a multivariable linear regression analysis to test how the presence 
of a specific pixel affected the nucleotide diversity of parasites in 
schools separated by that pixel. To determine the statistical signifi-
cance of observed differences in nucleotide diversity, the analysis 
was bootstrapped based on 10,000 resampling steps. This bootstrap 
value was chosen to allow us to obtain more precise estimates. We 
included the coefficient estimates derived from the pixel analy-
sis in a Moran’s I analysis to determine whether pixels acting as  
barriers to or gateways for parasite movement were spatially auto-
correlated. Moran’s I analysis was computed for schools falling 
within a 10km distance class, representing the same spatial extent 
as that used to generate the pixels. We used 100 bootstrap resa-
mpling steps to determine statistical significance in the Moran’s I 
analysis.

We further carried out a regression analysis based on bearing to 
examine the parasite population for patterns of directional move-
ment, either in the north/south or east/west directions. For each 
10km-by-10km grid, school pairs that crossed its boundaries 
(scored as 1 in the previous pixel analysis) were selected. Each 
pair of schools was then individually coded as 1 if the absolute 
difference in latitude between them was greater than the abso-
lute difference in longitude, indicating a north/south direction of 
movement, and coded as 0 if the reverse was true, indicating a  
west/east direction of movement. These new variables were then 
included in a multivariable linear regression analysis to test the 
effect of north/south or east/west directional movement on para-
site genetic diversity. To determine the statistical significance of 
each pixel in acting as a force in directional movement, we ran a 
bootstrap analysis with 10,000 resampling steps. We then carried 
out Moran’s I analysis, using coefficient estimates derived from the 
bearings’ regression analysis as feature attributes, to examine the 
region for spatially auto-correlated directional movement. Moran’s 
I analysis was once again carried out for schools falling within 
10km distance classes, and with 100 resampling steps to determine 
statistical significance.

Results
Sequenom assay performance
We genotyped 111 genome-wide distributed exonic SNPs in 2486 
P. falciparum positive samples collected from 95 primary schools 
in Western Kenya (Figure 1 and Figure 2). 83 of the 111 SNPs were 
successfully typed in 1809 samples from 88 schools in Western 
Kenya (1097 from Nyanza province and 712 from Western prov-
ince). Subsequent analyses were carried out on these 83 SNPs 
and 1809 samples. Variation in parasite prevalence was observed 
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in the region, with areas north and west of Lake Victoria having  
higher infection prevalence than areas south and east of the lake 
(Supplementary figure 1).

P. falciparum population genetics 
Analysis of the minor allele frequency distribution showed that 
most of the genotyped SNPs were present at medium to high  
frequencies in the parasite population, with 51 of the 83  
successfully typed SNPs having minor allele frequencies of 5% 
or higher. We also observed a high level of within-population  
genetic diversity in the parasite population, with an average  
nucleotide diversity (π) of 0.184 per SNP site.

Furthermore, using PCA, we found that the first three PCs  
cumulatively accounted for only 10.78% of the variation in the  
genotype data (PC1=3.74%, PC2=3.54%, PC3=3.5%), indicating 
high diversity among the parasites. At the sub-national level, 
we were unable to resolve the parasite population into distinct  
sub-populations based on PCA, and there was no difference in 
population structure in lower versus higher transmission intensity 
areas (Figure 3).

Spatial autocorrelation analysis
To examine structure to the PC scores, we analysed both local  
(spatial scan statistics) and global (Moran’s I) spatial autocor-
relation analysis. Spatial autocorrelation measures the extent to 

which geographical features and their associated data values are  
clustered, dispersed or randomly distributed in space. Moran’s  
I analysis showed no statistically significant trends of spatial  
autocorrelation among parasite pairs that were close to each  
other in any of the three distance classes (1km, 2km and 5km) 
analysed. We found significant autocorrelations (p<0.01) among  
parasites that were on average at least 20km apart in space  
(Figure 4), but these autocorrelations were associated with very  
low correlation coefficients (< 0.03) and were not consistently  
seen in adjacent distance categories. Thus, the overall pattern  
seen from this analysis was that of little or no spatial autocorre-
lation in genotypes, even among parasite pairs that were very  
close to each other in space.

However, we identified one statistically significant (p=0.001)  
cluster based on PC2 when we analysed the data for local  
geographical clustering of distinct parasite genotypes using  
spatial scan statistics (Figure 5). This cluster was relatively large, 
with a radius of 67.84km, and included 852 of the 1809 samples. 
We identified no significant clusters when we analysed the first  
and third PCs.

Allele frequency distribution
We used a logistic regression model to examine the distribution  
of allele frequencies at each SNP position using log likelihood  
ratio testing for the effect of school. We identified 18 out of  

Figure 2. Distribution of Plasmodium falciparum positive samples and their associated genotyping success rates. (A) 2486 samples 
were collected from 95 schools (33 in western province and 62 in Nyanza province) in western Kenya. The total number of samples varied 
from 1 to 81 per school. (B) 111 single nucleotide polymorphic (SNP) positions were genotyped in all parasite positive samples. Mean 
genotyping success rates per school ranged from 6–86%.
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Figure 3. Spatial distribution of scores for the first 3 principal components (PCs) representing parasite genotypes. Geospatial 
positioning information was collected at the school level, thus PC scores (values of the transformed variables corresponding to a specific 
data point) were aggregated for all samples in an individual school. Here each dot represents a school, and has been colour-coded based 
on the mean genotype score of all parasite isolates collected in that school. Cumulatively, the first three PCs accounted for only 10.78% of the 
variation observed in the genotype data (PC1=3.74%, PC2=3.54%, PC3=3.5%).

83 SNPs that had statistically significant (p < 0.05) variations in 
frequencies among schools, although none of the SNPs were  
significant after Bonferroni adjustment for multiple testing.

We included these 18 SNPs in a spatial scan statistics analysis  
using the Bernoulli probability regression model and ran a purely 
spatial analysis to determine the geographic pattern of allele  
frequency distribution within the parasite population. For each  
SNP position, cases were represented by the major allele in the 
population while controls were represented by the minor allele. 5 of 
the 18 SNPs produced statistically significant geographical clusters 
containing schools with a higher than expected number of samples 
with the major allele (Supplementary Table 2).

Spatial variations in genetic differences between  
P. falciparum parasites
Using a linear regression model to examine the effect of distance 
on parasite genetic relatedness, we found that the number of 

SNP differences between parasite pairs was positively correlated 
with distance between the parasites (effect size = 1.85 × 10^-3)  
(Figure 6). However, bootstrapping the analysis (to take into  
account the linked nature of pairwise observations) gave no  
statistically significant effects of distance on genetic relatedness 
(p=0.347; 95% CI = -0.012 – 0.017). These results provide no evi-
dence for genetic isolation by distance in this parasite population.

Spatial barriers to parasite movement and mixing
We carried out raster analysis using 192 pixels to examine the study 
area for spatial barriers to parasite movement. Most of the pixels 
were found to have a non-significant influence on the number of 
SNP differences among parasites, and none were significant after 
correcting for multiple testing using the Bonferroni correction 
method (Figure 7a). Furthermore, a histogram of p values showed 
a null (uniform) distribution (Figure 7b), and an analysis of spatial 
relationships among pixels based on coefficient estimates derived 
from the pixel regression showed no evidence of autocorrelation 
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Figure 4. Moran’s I correlation coefficients describing the spatial autocorrelation of genotypes of Plasmodium falciparum parasite 
pairs. Spatial autocorrelation was tested separately for parasites grouped into three distance classes of a) 1km, b) 2km and c) 5km. Within 
each distance class, correlations were computed for each of the first 3 principal components (PCs). The asterisks represent those distances 
at which statistically significant (p<0.01) correlation coefficients were found for parasite pairs within each distance class, indicative of possible 
clustering of specific parasite genotypes.

among pixels acting as either barriers to or gateways for parasite 
movement (Figure 7c).

We further carried out raster analysis by pixels to examine the  
bearing (direction of movement) of parasites in either the east/ 
west or north/south directions. Individually, most of the 192 pixels  
were not significant factors in determining directional movement 
of parasites over the region (Figure 8a). However, some of the  
pixels were statistically significant (p<0.0003) in representing 
regions with greater east/west movement, even after accounting 
for multiple testing. When we included the regression coefficient 

estimates derived from analysis of bearing in a Moran’s I analy-
sis to examine the parasite population for spatially auto-correlated  
direction of movement, we found evidence of statistically signifi-
cant (p<0.01) autocorrelation for school pairs that were separated 
by up to 40km (Figure 8c).

Additionally, we identified two separate clusters of pixels within 
the region that showed patterns of specific directional movement, 
one in the north east (indicative of greater north/south movement) 
and another in the west (indicative of greater east/west movement) 
(Figure 9).
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Figure 6. Variation in Plasmodium falciparum parasites’ genetic diversity over distance. Genetic diversity was defined as the average 
number of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) differences between parasites in each pairwise school comparison, and was plotted 
against the distance between the corresponding school pair. The blue line represents loss-fitted smoothing with 95% confidence intervals 
(grey area).

Figure 5. Spatial scan statistics to identify local spatially autocorrelated clusters of genetically distinct Plasmodium falciparum 
parasite sub-populations in western Kenya. Spatial scan statistics employing the use of multiple circular windows of varying sizes (ranging 
from covering only 1 sample up to 50% of the sample population) around samples geographically defined regions was used to compute the 
ratio between expected and observed number of genotypes within each window. Each window with higher than expected number of similar 
genotypes was noted down as a cluster, and its statistical significance determined after accounting for the multiple comparisons. Genotypes 
for individual parasites were assigned based on scores of the first 3 principal components. Here, each school is colour-coded based on the 
mean principal component score for all parasite genotypes found within it. One cluster of highly related parasite genotypes (blue circle) was 
identified when analysing the second principle component.
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Figure 7. Raster analysis by pixels to examine the presence of spatial barriers to Plasmodium falciparum movement in a geographically 
defined region of western Kenya. (A) Each pixel represents a 10km-by-10km area of the region, and is colour-coded based on the coefficient 
estimates derived from a linear regression analysis that was used to test the impact of each pixel in acting as either a barrier (blue pixels) 
or gateway (red pixels) to parasite movement with the region. No pixels were significant barriers or gateways to parasite movement after 
Bonferroni correction to account for multiple comparisons. (B) Distribution of p values observed after bootstrapping the regression analysis 
(with 10,000 resampling steps) to determine the level of significance of pixels in acting as barriers to parasite movement. (C) Moran’s I analysis 
describing the spatial autocorrelation between geographical locations of pixels and their associated coefficient estimates. Autocorrelation 
was calculated for parasites grouped in 10km distance bands, and the analysis was bootstrapped 100 times to determine significance.

  Dataset 1: Genotyping results for 111 single nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs) typed in 2486 Plasmodium falciparum 
samples collected from primary school children during a 
parasitological survey in western Kenya in 2009 and 2010

1 Data File 

http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.4806619

  Dataset 2: Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and 
distance differences between Plasmodium falciparum parasite 
pairs sampled during a parasitological survey of primary school 
children in western Kenya

1 Data File 

http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.4806631

Discussion
We have previously used SNP genotype data to examine the  
level of genetic relatedness among P. falciparum parasites on 
a micro-epidemiological scale within three regions with vary-
ing transmission intensities in Kenya and the Gambia, and found  
evidence of spatial sub-structure over short distances (i.e.  
<10km), despite a high level of parasite mixing21. In the present 
analysis, we examined the level of parasite mixing at a sub- 
national scale in Western Kenya, using parasitological data  
from primary school surveys to describe the patterns of parasite 
mixing at a larger geographical scale.

We selected primary school children as the study population 
because they are easy to sample. Furthermore, infection diversity 
peaks at 3 – 14 years and then declines in older age groups in high 
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Figure 8. Raster analysis by pixels to examine patterns of north/south versus east/west directional movement of Plasmodium 
falciparum parasites in western Kenya. (A) Each pixel represents a 10km-by-10km area of the region, and is colour-coded based on 
coefficient estimates describing the effect size of each pixel in influencing directional movement. Pixels that were statistically significant after 
correcting for multiple testing are highlighted with black borders. Grids were colour-coded to represent east/west (red) or north/south (blue) 
movement. (B) Distribution of p values observed after bootstrapping the regression analysis (with 10,000 resampling steps) to determine the 
level of significance of pixels in influencing parasite directional movement. (C) Moran’s I analysis to describe the spatial autocorrelation of 
movement within the region. The analysis was computed using geographical coordinates of individual pixels to represent feature locations 
and coefficient estimates derived from the bearing regression analysis to represent the associated feature values. Autocorrelation was 
computed for parasites grouped in 10km distance bands. Significant positive correlation coefficients (p<0.01; marked by asterisks) were 
observed for schools separated by up to 40 km within the 10km distance bands.

transmission settings40–42; hence our study sample is likely to con-
tain a diverse genetic pool representative of parasites circulating in 
the region. Sampling only asymptomatic infections in schools may 
not give the whole range of genetic diversity within the region, as 
one study identified specific polymorphisms in AMA1 that could 
have been more frequent in symptomatic infections compared 
with asymptomatic infections43. Young children with symptomatic  
infections would be absent from school and away from the sam-
pling frame. However, the sampling strategy was consistent  
across the different schools and the evidence of genomic variation 
in parasites according to clinical outcome is limited.

We found evidence of high genetic diversity in the Western  
Kenya parasite population, consistent with the high malaria  
transmission intensity experienced in this region2,26,27,44. Of the  
five malaria transmission zones in Kenya, Western Kenya  
currently experiences the highest transmission intensity24,26,  
despite efforts to scale up various control interventions, such  
as long lasting insecticide nets, indoor residual spraying and  
artemisinin combination therapy, in this region45–47.

Using PCA, we did not identify any genetic structure through  
inspection of the PC plots derived from SNP genotype data.  
This indicates an absence of discrete sub-populations within 
this P. falciparum parasite population, and is in agreement with 
our previous analysis of parasites from the same region21, and 
with whole genome data from different African countries18,20. In  
South-East Asia, distinct sub-populations associated with  
antimalarial drug resistance have been described48. Previous  
analyses of P. falciparum population structure in western Kenya 
have also shown high genetic diversity and little population  
differentiation in this parasite population49–51.

In contrast with a previous study of ours21, analysis of trends in  
spatial relationships among parasite genotypes identified no 
significant autocorrelation using Moran’s I spatial autocorrela-
tion analysis. Overall, the consistent pattern observed across all  
distance classes was that of no autocorrelation among parasites in 
schools at all distances, with occasional inconsistent associations 
that we considered likely to be spurious. Using the spatial scan 
statistics, we identified only a single cluster of genetically related  
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parasites based on the second PC. This limited genetic cluster-
ing at both local and global scales, and weak evidence of genetic  
isolation by distance, are indicative of a parasite population that 
is well mixed at the sub-national geographical scale. This finding  
is in contrast to our micro-epidemiological study, which showed 
spatial structure to genetic relatedness over short distances21.

In that previous study, however, we noted that the gradient between 
spatial separation and genetic relatedness was non-linear, and 
became less steep with distance such that past 10km there was  
little differentiation. This observation was hypothesized to be as a 
result of the rapid parasite movement and mixing observed within 
the study sites, with no geographical areas acting as spatial bar-
riers to parasite movement, combined with a process operating at 
micro-geographical scales that results in a selection disadvantage 
to the autochthonous parasite population. In theory, the acqui-
sition of parasite genotype-specific immunity or the impact of  
superinfection of incoming parasite types displacing existing  
parasites could meet these criteria. It is therefore consistent that  
we only identified a weak relationship in our study of schools  
where most pairs of schools were more than 10km apart.

We further examined the geographical distribution of allele  
frequencies for all 83 SNPs in our study population. Studies of  
allele frequency distribution have been used to determine parasite  
population structure and identify patterns of local adaptation of  
P. falciparum isolates52–54. Such local adaptation may be due to 
various selection pressures, including environmental pressure 
and immune selection, and may occur at individual, population 
or regional scales55,56. Of the 83 SNPs examined, we identified  
18 SNPs that had statistically significant variations in allele  
frequencies among schools from the logistic regression analysis, 
although none of these 18 SNPs were significant after account-
ing for multiple testing. These findings suggest that although 
we were not sufficiently powered to distinguish any individual  
SNPs as likely to be significant beyond a Bonferroni correction, 
on the other hand the fact that 18 SNPs showed a value of p<0.05  
when only 4 would be expected by chance suggests that there 
may be some genuine differences in frequency within the group 
of SNPs.

We reasoned that genuine geographical variation would be likely 
to show spatial clustering as well as variation by school, and so we 

Figure 9. Map of the western Kenya study area with raster grids representing bearing analyses superimposed on top of it. Multivariable 
linear regression analysis was carried out to determine bearing (directionality of movement) of Plasmodium falciparum parasites among 
schools in the region. Grids are colour coded based on the coefficient estimates describing the effect size of that grid in influencing directional 
movement. Red represents east/west movement, while blue represents north/south movement. The grids with black borders represent those 
areas that were significant in east/west movement, even after Bonferroni-correction for multiple testing. The blue circle shows the region of 
the study site that had predominantly north/south movement, while the red circle represents that region that had predominantly east/west 
movement. Each dot represents a school, colour-coded based on the district in which the school is located.
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measured the scan statistic for those showing significant variation 
among schools. 5 of the 18 SNPs that were identified showed  
local clustering among schools. However, these SNPs were not 
entirely private to a sub-population and occurred in schools  
inside and outside the clusters. This finding provides weak support 
for the existence of variable local genetic selection pressures  
in this parasite population. The identification of SNPs with 
significant geographical variation in allele frequencies could  
indicate adaptation of P. falciparum parasite populations to their 
local environment, or more likely may indicate a temporary  
expansion of a parasite sub-population with a particular SNP  
simply due to random genetic drift.

An extensive analysis of the study area for spatial barriers to  
parasite movement using 10km-by-10km sized pixels provided  
little evidence for the existence of geographical regions that act  
as barriers to parasite movement at the sub-national scale, and  
is in agreement with our previous study which did not identify 
any barriers to parasite movement at a micro-epidemiological  
scale21.

This observation of free movement over the western Kenya  
region is supported by a previous analysis of mobile phone data  
that was used to analyse patterns of human movement within the 
country57, and which showed substantial movement of people 
within this region, and further supports our observation of lit-
tle or no barriers to parasite movement within the region.  
However, we also observed a cluster of pixels representing pre-
dominantly north/south movement in the north east and another  
cluster representing predominantly east/west movement in  
the west of the study area, and when we analysed the site for  
spatial autocorrelation in the directionality of pixels, we found 
statistically significant autocorrelation for school pairs separated 
by up to 40km. This means that pixels with greater east/west 
movement were more frequently found next to other pixels with  
greater east/west movement, and similarly, pixels with greater 
north/south movement were more frequently found next to  
pixels with greater north/south movement. Furthermore, some 
individual pixels showed statistically significant directionality that 
met Bonferroni-adjusted significance criteria. Although spatial  
autocorrelation of directionality might simply be because the  
same data (the same school pairs) cross pixels that are physi-
cally close to each other, our observation of two large clusters of  
pixels with distinct directional patterns of parasite movement 
is unlikely to have been an artefact of the same school pairs  
being analysed when all pixels in the clusters were considered,  
suggesting that we are able to detect specific migration pathways 
of parasites.

The findings in this study have several implications for the  
outcomes of malaria control programmes. Since we show that 
parasite populations mix to high degrees within the region, with  
little evidence of geographical clustering, one might conclude 
that interventions targeting smaller geographical areas within the 
region are likely to reduce the flow of parasites to regions beyond 
the targeted region. However, the high degree of parasite mix-
ing also means that parasites move relatively freely within the  

region, and there is therefore a high likelihood of importation of 
infection from untargeted to targeted regions. This is strongly  
corroborated by evidence from a cluster-randomized control-
led trial in a highland region of western Kenya that showed no  
impact in reducing transmission inside hotspots 16 weeks after 
applying interventions, possibly due to the importation of  
parasites from untargeted surrounding regions9.

This study had some limitations. First, we cannot be definite  
about the time-scale over which gene flow has occurred. If the  
gene flow is rapid, this supports our conclusions regarding malaria 
control. On the other hand, it is possible that the well-mixed  
population emerged over a longer period of time and that gene  
flow, while resulting in complete mixing, could be less rapid, in 
which case targeted interventions would probably not have far 
reaching effects in the surrounding community. Our previous 
study showing spatial and temporal structure at a fine micro- 
epidemiological scale suggests rapid gene flow21. In that study, 
we showed that parasite pairs taken from nearby homesteads had  
fewer SNP differences between them than parasite pairs that  
were further apart. However, over the period of a month this  
distance gradient was attenuated, and was gone by one year.  
However, more definitive work will require an in-depth analysis  
of whole genome data to identify haplotypes and rare variants  
in the population, and infer variation over time.

Second, geospatial coordinate data was collected for schools 
as opposed to individual homesteads, and hence genotype data 
was aggregated at this level. We were therefore unable to detect  
structure at micro-epidemiological scales. Third, we analysed  
only a small number of SNPs. This made it impossible to 
detect relatively rare private SNPs. It is likely that a larger set  
of genetic markers will be required to identify private SNPs and 
evidence of local parasite adaptation. SNPs in genes previously  
shown to be under selection in the parasite genome may addi-
tionally be analysed to determine whether population structure is  
observed based on local variations in selection pressure. Our 
previous study showed no population structure when SNPs in  
EBA175 and AMA1 were analysed21. We therefore did not type  
and analyse separately SNPs in antigenic genes for the present 
study.

Fourth, we analysed genotype data collected from only one part of 
the country, thus we are unable to describe patterns of parasite flow 
across the country, or to generalize our findings to other geographi-
cal areas. Additional analyses of samples from other regions of the 
country that experience malaria transmission such as coast, east-
ern and north eastern provinces are recommended. Furthermore, 
over longer distances human movement becomes more important 
than mosquito movement in distributing parasites and therefore 
will need to be taken into consideration when analysing parasite 
genetic relatedness across large spatial scales. Information on travel 
distance can be obtained from travel history, or more objectively 
from mobile phone data, and can be used to track human movement 
between sources and sinks of parasite transmission. Concordance 
between spatial parasite genetic relatedness and human movement 
will further support our hypothesis of high parasite movement and 
mixing.
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In conclusion, we have shown that parasites mix to high levels 
within the western Kenya region, with no evidence of parasite 
sub-populations and weak evidence of spatial autocorrelation of  
parasite genotypes at the local and global scales. We have also 
shown that directionality of parasite migration can be inferred based 
on genetic relatedness, and gene flow models, e.g. as implemented 
in Migrate-N software, can be used to determine the migration rates 
within the region, although such models are likely to prove more 
useful if distinct parasite populations exist and can be identified 
within the region.
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Supplementary material
Supplementary Table 1: Sequenom assay design information for Plasmodium falciparum samples collected from primary  
school children during a parasitological survey in Western Kenya. Data includes the locus and IPLEX specific primers used in the 
Sequenom reaction to amplify and genotype SNPs of interest. gene product, gene product name; gene_symbol, gene name; assay_code, 
name of SNP assay; chr_valid, chromosome number; coord_valid, SNP position on chromosome; reference_allele, 3D7 reference 
allele; non_reference_allele, alternative allele; sequence, 3D7 reference sequence spanning the SNP site; first_pcrp, first PCR primer  
sequence; second_pcrp, second PCR primer sequence; extension_primer, IPLEX extension primer sequence; ext1_call, extended IPLEX 
primer; ext1_mass, Mass of the extended IPLEX primer; ext1_seq, sequence of extended IPLEX primer; ext2_call, IPLEX primer with 
alternative extended allele; ext2_mass, Mass of the extended IPLEX primer with alternative allele; ext2_seq, sequence of extended  
IPLEX primer with alternative allele.

Click here to access the data.

Supplementary Table 2: SNPs that showed significant clusters based on similarities in allele frequencies. *Population size includes 
both cases (samples with the major allele) and controls (samples with the minor allele). Clusters were generated in SaTScan based on a 
Bernoulli probability model.

Click here to access the data.

Supplementary figure 1: P. falciparum parasite prevalence in primary schools across Western Kenya. Each dot represents an individual 
school, colour-coded based on parasite prevalence (%). Parasite prevalence ranged from 0.9% – 62%. 

Click here to access the data.
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This is a very interesting and well-conducted analysis of spatial structure in parasite populations in
Western Kenya, as assessed by detailed SNP barcoding of parasites. This will be useful information for
malaria control programmes in order to understand the appropriate spatial scale at which to target
interventions, as well as of much interest to researchers in this field. It builds on a number of studies which
assessed spatial structure of parasites in other locations on a smaller scale, and adds useful information
to these other studies.
 
I have a few comments and suggestions:

A number of different tests and analyses were conducted, which becomes slightly confusing. It
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A number of different tests and analyses were conducted, which becomes slightly confusing. It
would be helpful to have a list or table briefly indicating what each analysis is testing for.
 
The authors mention this is an area of high transmission intensity – it would be interesting to
additionally present a measure of malaria prevalence in the schools and roughly how much this
varied across the area. Also, was there any difference in population structure in lower versus
higher transmission areas? One might hypothesise that there could be.
 
When an infection contained mixed parasite genotypes, the authors analysed only the dominant
genotype. This is fine, but did they also consider using a method such as the REAL McCOIL ?
This is a statistical method for estimating SNP frequencies, using data from mixed infections, which
avoids discarding the additional information available from minority genotypes. This might make
quite a difference in this area of higher transmission, where presumably a fairly high proportion of
infections contain more than one parasite population. I am not sure whether the sample sizes
would be sufficient to run this method for each school, and thus from there complete the other
analyses, but it would be worth investigating.
 
In the methods section, could the authors add some more detail on this analysis, or provide a
reference? “We then ran a purely spatial analysis based on a normal probability distribution model
and located geographical regions with clusters of high PC scores.” I am not sure how easily others
could reproduce it from its current description.
 
The analysis looking at spatial barriers makes sense, but I wonder if the authors considered
computing travel distance, and thus using more a priori information on potential barriers? Over
these distances, presumably human movement may be more important than vector movement in
distributing parasites. Although given the lack of spatial barriers identified by the pixel-based
analysis, perhaps travel distance would be unlikely to show any different result.
 
This section in the discussion: “Of the 83 SNPs examined, we identified 18 SNPs that had
statistically significant variations in allele frequencies among schools from the logistic regression
analysis. Although none of these 18 SNPs were significant after accounting for multiple testing,
there was a clear excess of statistically significant SNPs, suggesting that the variations seen were
not simply due to random chance.” I found rather confusing. If I read it correctly, it suggests that
after multiple testing, the differences in frequencies were not significant, and could be due to
random chance?
 
I found this sentence very interesting: “In that previous study, however, we noted that the gradient
between spatial separation and genetic relatedness was non-linear, and became less steep with
distance such that past 10km there was little differentiation.”

           Could the authors elaborate on possible hypotheses for this observation? (or summarise from the
previous paper if already included there). 
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We would like to thank you for reviewing our work and proving constructive advice on how to
improve it as well as future studies. We have addressed your comments as shown below (in bold).

A number of different tests and analyses were conducted, which becomes slightly confusing. It
would be helpful to have a list or table briefly indicating what each analysis is testing for.

A table showing the statistical tests and their functions has been added under the
“statistical analysis” heading in the methods section.

The authors mention this is an area of high transmission intensity – it would be interesting to
additionally present a measure of malaria prevalence in the schools and roughly how much this
varied across the area. Also, was there any difference in population structure in lower versus
higher transmission areas? One might hypothesise that there could be.

A map of the study region showing parasite prevalence for each school has been added
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A map of the study region showing parasite prevalence for each school has been added
as supplementary figure 1. The following accompanying text has been added to explain
the observation from the map.
 
“Variation in parasite prevalence was observed in the region, with areas north and west of
Lake Victoria having higher infection prevalence than areas south and east of the lake
(Supplementary Figure 1).”

No differences in population structure were observed in lower versus higher transmission
areas, and a statement to this effect has been included in the results section under ‘P.
falciparum population genetics’:
 
“At the sub-national level, we were unable to resolve the parasite population into distinct
sub-populations based on PCA, and there was no difference in population structure in
lower versus higher transmission intensity areas.”

When an infection contained mixed parasite genotypes, the authors analysed only the dominant
genotype. This is fine, but did they also consider using a method such as the REAL McCOIL ?
This is a statistical method for estimating SNP frequencies, using data from mixed infections, which
avoids discarding the additional information available from minority genotypes. This might make
quite a difference in this area of higher transmission, where presumably a fairly high proportion of
infections contain more than one parasite population. I am not sure whether the sample sizes
would be sufficient to run this method for each school, and thus from there complete the other
analyses, but it would be worth investigating.

Although THE REAL McCOIL seems to be robust at estimating complexity of infections
and allele frequencies in samples with mixed infections, its focused mainly on
determining SNP frequencies. For this reason, THE REAL McCOIL requires parasites to be
initially assigned into distinct populations. We do not believe that this statistical method is
appropriate in our case because we wanted to focus our analyses on individual parasite
genotypes and their relatedness in pairwise analyses, to determine whether we can use
genetic relatedness at this level to identify distinct parasite populations, and then use
measures of spatial autocorrelation to identify the location and size of any parasite
sub-populations.

In the methods section, could the authors add some more detail on this analysis, or provide a
reference? “We then ran a purely spatial analysis based on a normal probability distribution model
and located geographical regions with clusters of high PC scores.” I am not sure how easily others
could reproduce it from its current description.

Additional information has been added to better explain the analysis. A reference has also
been added. The additional text reads as follows:
 
“We used the latitude/longitude coordinates to specify feature (sample) locations and the
PC scores to represent feature attributes (parasite genotypes), and ran a purely spatial,
retrospective analysis based on a normal probability distribution model implemented in

SaTScan software . We identified geographical regions with clusters containing parasite
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SaTScan software . We identified geographical regions with clusters containing parasite
genotypes associated with high PC scores.”

The analysis looking at spatial barriers makes sense, but I wonder if the authors considered
computing travel distance, and thus using more a priori information on potential barriers? Over
these distances, presumably human movement may be more important than vector movement in
distributing parasites. Although given the lack of spatial barriers identified by the pixel-based
analysis, perhaps travel distance would be unlikely to show any different result.

Travel distance will add more information and help to draw more concrete conclusions.
Such information can be derived from travel history or mobile phone data. However, we
did not have this data at the time of analysis and thus did not include it. We have however,
recommended this as a logical next step in any future analysis of parasite gene flow when
using genetic data to analyse parasite movement. We have included a sentence in the
discussion recommending this that reads as follows:

“Additional analyses of samples from other regions of the country that experience malaria
transmission such as coast, eastern and north eastern provinces are recommended.
Furthermore, over longer distances human movement becomes more important than
mosquito movement in distributing parasites and therefore will need to be taken into
consideration when analysing parasite genetic relatedness across large spatial scales.
Information on travel distance can be obtained from travel history, or more objectively
from mobile phone data, and can be used to track human movement between sources and
sinks of parasite transmission. Concordance between spatial parasite genetic relatedness
and human movement will further support our hypothesis of high parasite movement and
mixing.”

This section in the discussion: “Of the 83 SNPs examined, we identified 18 SNPs that had
statistically significant variations in allele frequencies among schools from the logistic regression
analysis. Although none of these 18 SNPs were significant after accounting for multiple testing,
there was a clear excess of statistically significant SNPs, suggesting that the variations seen were
not simply due to random chance.” I found rather confusing. If I read it correctly, it suggests that
after multiple testing, the differences in frequencies were not significant, and could be due to
random chance?
 
The statement has been clarified as follows:
 
"Of the 83 SNPs examined, we identified 18 SNPs that had statistically significant
variations in allele frequencies among schools from the logistic regression analysis,
although none of these 18 SNPs were significant after accounting for multiple testing.
These findings suggest that although we were not sufficiently powered to distinguish any
individual SNPs as likely to be significant beyond a Bonferroni correction, on the other
hand the fact that 18 SNPs showed a value of p<0.05 when only 4 would be expected by
chance suggests that there may be some genuine differences in frequency within the
group of SNPs." 
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1.  

2.  

3.  

I found this sentence very interesting: “In that previous study, however, we noted that the gradient
between spatial separation and genetic relatedness was non-linear, and became less steep with
distance such that past 10km there was little differentiation.”
Could the authors elaborate on possible hypotheses for this observation? (or summarise from the
previous paper if already included there). 

The following statement has been added to bring out the hypothesis of high parasite
mixing drawn from the previous study. That study has also been referenced:
 
"This observation was hypothesized to be as a result of the rapid parasite movement and
mixing observed within the study sites, with no geographical areas acting as spatial
barriers to parasite movement, combined with a process operating at micro-geographical
scales that results in a selection disadvantage to the autochthonous parasite population.
In theory, the acquisition of parasite genotype-specific immunity or the impact of
superinfection of incoming parasite types displacing existing parasites could meet these

 criteria."

 No competing interests were disclosed.Competing Interests:

 19 June 2017Referee Report

doi:10.21956/wellcomeopenres.12114.r23564

 Liwang Cui
Department of Entomology,  Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA, USA

This study analyzed the genetic structure of 2486 Plasmodium falciparum parasites collected from
children in 95 primary schools in western Kenya. Using genotypes of 83 SNPs in 1809 samples collected
from 88 schools, the authors did not identify clear genetic structuring of parasite populations using
different spatial analysis methods. This study followed an earlier example, which compared parasite
populations on a larger geographical scale. Similarly, no spatial barriers of parasite movement were
identified, and two regions showed evidence of directional parasite movement. This is another nice piece
of work, which provides useful information for the local malaria control programs. 
 
Comments:

The authors may want to see whether separate analyses with antigenic SNPs (which may be under
balancing selection) and other SNPs will reach similar conclusions.
 
The author may use a wider range colour coding for Figures 3 and 5 – the current colour scheme is
difficult to see the differences. 
 
Additional methods such as Migrate-n may provide further evidence on the directionality of parasite
movements.

Is the work clearly and accurately presented and does it cite the current literature?
Yes

Is the study design appropriate and is the work technically sound?
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Is the study design appropriate and is the work technically sound?
Yes

Are sufficient details of methods and analysis provided to allow replication by others?
Partly

If applicable, is the statistical analysis and its interpretation appropriate?
I cannot comment. A qualified statistician is required.

Are all the source data underlying the results available to ensure full reproducibility?
Yes

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the results?
Yes
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We would like to thank you for reviewing our work and proving constructive advice on how to
improve it as well as future studies. We have addressed your comments as shown below (in bold).

The authors may want to see whether separate analyses with antigenic SNPs (which may be under
balancing selection) and other SNPs will reach similar conclusions.
 
The following statement has been added in the discussion section to address this point:

“SNPs in genes previously shown to be under selection in the parasite genome may
additionally be analysed to determine whether population structure is observed based on
local variations in selection pressure. Our previous study showed no population structure
when SNPs in EBA175 and AMA1 were analysed, we therefore did not type and analyse
separately SNPs in antigenic genes for the present study.”

The author may use a wider range colour coding for Figures 3 and 5 – the current colour scheme is
difficult to see the differences.

Due to the high level of similarity among the parasite genotypes analysed, most of the PC
scores are quite similar in value, and this would be reflected in any continuous colour
scheme chosen. Furthermore, we plotted the mean PC score per school, which further
reduced the variability of the individual data points. The colour range shown in the figures
is therefore more a factor or the PC values, rather than the specific colours used.
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is therefore more a factor or the PC values, rather than the specific colours used.

Additional methods such as Migrate-n may provide further evidence on the directionality of parasite
movements.

Although Migrate-N is a useful software for inferring population size and migration rates, it
seems to work best when parasites are grouped into distinct populations prior to
estimating these parameters. Our analysis focused on using genetic relatedness and
measures of spatial autocorrelation to identify population structure. Once such structure
has been identified then Migrate-N could be used to determine migration rates between
these different populations. Unfortunately, we did not find strong evidence for population
structure among parasites in the western Kenya region, thus this analysis of gene flow
may be less useful in this case. However, we have noted in the conclusion paragraph that
such software is available and can be used to study gene flow, once distinct populations
have been identified.
 
The statement in the conclusion paragraph reads as follows:

“We have also shown that directionality of parasite migration can be inferred based on
genetic relatedness, and gene flow models, e.g. as implemented in migrate-n software,
can be used to determine the migration rates within the region, although such models are
likely to prove more useful if distinct parasite populations exist and can be identified

 within the region.”
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